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~he .EA·STERNER·
EASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE
CHENEY. WASHINGTON

VOLUME 11

OCTOBER 12, 1960

NUMBER 3

P·alterson Addresses
Students and faculty
I
1

The annual Pre~ident's Convocation ~as held Thursday, Octobet 6, at 10: 10 in Showalter auditorium The convocation began
with Mrs. Jean Stevens at the pipe orga , followed by the ROTC
color guard presenting the flag. 'Ihe ple .g e of all~giance was led
by Student body president, Paul Hooper.
Pr~s dent Patterson was
then i t;roduce<! bi Hooper, in
KEW€ TO S-rARTr
a shor speech touting'-, ,:Presi8ROAPCASTING
dent. P tterson as a man· "dedcfat~d nd devoted to student
Staff, capacities for this quar- welfare a well a,s. the welfare
ter wjJl' be filled, by smile new of the school." Bef,ore beginand
many of. last year's mem- ning hil address President Pat1
bers of the staff. Staff, posi- te;r,son emar,k.ed th~t this was
tions •are filled by the followr the fou th year that there had
ing Jeople: Jack Feldhausen, been a change in the weather
Chief Engineer; Rich Heck- just pribr to his talk, and the
roth, Associate Engineer; Nan- seventh year that he had had
cy J. Post, Secretary; Jay L. to compete with the world serStowell, Operations and Main- ies.
tenance; Ben Glassley, Sales
Dr. P tterson 's main address
Head; Larry G. End, Sales De- was on aturity. Its them was
partment. Announcer Opera- that th mature person will
tor.s, with w horn the listening "arrive t a decision based on
:gublic is most familiar include fact" tb.i-t a mature person is
Robert G. Clark, Ray A. Gar- a perso, with a disciplined
cea, Wally A. Lane, Les L. Rasal!:J that the central viu-chko, Ward Seim, Jack Thomp- mind,
pose of ollege is to develop a
son, Rod Thompson, and Ron mature erson. He further statWQl.fe.
ed tbat here are many obsta..
Radio station KEWC first cles on the road to maturitY.
went. on the air in 1950. Sin~e particulaflY academic matu~
that time- the station has ex- ity, but ~with discipline and
P.erienced and operateq from self reli · nee, we can make
s~v.era~ locatjons aboq.t the each da a. preparation f QF
campus. KEWC first put out its meeting the demands of the
stgnal from Showalter H~ll; a future. ~I
few years later it was l)lessed
Dr. Patterson made hi,s
with a building of its own, speech ttort, concise, and to
which now houses the speech the point. He was well received
department. In winteF qua;rter by tne s all crowd, which was
of 1959 all equipment and well-rewa ded for attending a
supplies were moved to the morning . on!
..
student union building from
where KEWC is now broadcast1
ing.
Student visitors are always
welcome at radio station KEWC. The announcers can be
seen from studio B in the
heart of the station, where all
visitors are required to go. Station policy prohibits unauthorThe U.
National Students
ized individuals from entering Associatio1
(NSA) has anthe control room. It is from nounced t e re-opening of its
here that the actual broadcast- West Coast office in Berkeley
ing is done, carrying its sound and the ad~ition of several new
to all dorms with a 10 watt AM members ~o its staff.
transmitter over twisted-pair
Daniel tj. Johnston of Westcarrier current lines.
mar C0llegr succeeds Dick RetStudents are urged to re- tig as We~t Coast Program
member that much of the ex- vice . presi9ent. Mr. Rettig, in
pense of running KEWC is turn, was ~lected president of
paid by advertising. Therefore, the associa~ion at the 13th Napatronization of their advertis- tional Stu ent Congress held
at the Uni ersity of Minnesoers is stressed.
Radio station KEWC prides ta in Augu~t. The program Asitself on being FIRST in Che- .sistant, BetfY Garman, is a reney. Shucks, it's the only one! cent gradu~te of Skidmore
Dial 665, 5-12 p. m., weekdays. college and was a member of
the Int~rqational Relations
(continurd on page 8)
HOOPER CHOSEN

N·S Coast
Of.f i e Opens
In B rkeley

t·

Paul Hooper, ASB president, has accepted an appointment to the National Young
Voters Advisory Committee for
the Kennedy-Johnson Campaign. Hooper received the invitation from Dick Murphy,
Washington, D. C., co-ordinator of the organization.
When asked about the nature of the appointment and
the ork that it will entail,
· Hooper replied, "Even though
I realize that this appointment
is primarily of a 'figure head'
nature, I am very interested in
the outcome of this election. I
shall do all I possibly can to
aid in the election of Senators
Kennedy and Johnson."

Index
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Society ....................................
Sports ......................................
World News ...... ... ...................
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Garth Wheeler, ASB activity
coordinator, a.pnounced to The
Easterner today,- tqat. EWC will
cooperate iri a northwest, student sponsored mock national
electio~ to be held on November 1-a week before the national ele~tion.
The Great Northwest region
of the United States National
Student Association, of which
Eastern i~ a memJ:>er, is spQnsoring this area proje~t. Wheeler's NSA ·e xperience will allow
him to coordinate t his event
and will make Eastern the project's communication center.
1

{, President DQn S. Patterson

Dr. Patterson's 'The Mature Personj'·
"It is again a privilege to share a few ideas with you a._t the
beginning, Qf this new college year . . . . The coll'ege ~~penence
can mean i air~ of intellect1;1~l an<J: rpersonal ~owth; it c~n. alsq
mean drudgery ,and misery if your intensity of purpose is weak
and you:r will power is not equal to the callenge.
1

The w.orld into which you are trying to become oriented_ is far
fron:i per,fect. There are conditions and1treads that are disturbing to all humane people. I suppose, as long as there is ignor~nce
and intolerc;\nce, a,nd ~ long, ~s there are persons who fail to
g.row tQward ~atiu--lty, there will always be defects to_ be 0'-7evcoi;ne. Our gr~atest protection will be people who are informed,
welL meaning and capable of living by an acceptable moral code.
There must be integrity within aqd1 between groups as well as
within the 'rnind and heart of the indivi9.ual.
The pz:oblems between peoples can no1i be solved··by individuals
who lack the power to manage t:h·e ir own affairs. Wise group
deci~ions are possible only when individuals display ability. to
a,rrive a•t intelligent personal choices. . . .
.
.
Every alternative in the future depends upon the d1~playing
of maturity and the exercising of wisdom each succeeding day.
Maturity is something that becomes better integrated and cumulative with study and thought.
Your college experience is planned and in part guided along
a course of influencing you toward a goal of,, maturity and wisdom. Disciplining one's way through the college experience
should result in finer and stronger personalities. . . . You can
only learn what you live. You will lE::arn only ii;t, tb~ degree tl).at
you live it. ... What you learn is built into· your total individuality.
I would like to try to leave with you some of tne char~teristics others have pointed to in defining the mature individual.
The college experience and your o'wn efforts must relate themselves to building these dimensions of personality.
Mature Person Adjusts

The mature petso.n not only adjusts to the necessity of change,
but he also assumes a responsibility for leaving conditions bet ter
than he found them. He is seldom swept to lofty heights of op•
timism by unexpected successes, nor is he plunged into dark pits
of despair by sudden defeats or seeJUing inadequacies. As a poet
once wrote, "He meets with triumph and disaster and treats
these two imposters just the same."
(continued on page 8)

'

Every participating school
will conduct a week-long campaign, spon.sored~in most cases
by the campus political <;lubs,
prior to November 1. These
campaigns will involve everything (rom hanging campaign
posters to organjzing debates •
upon the various issues.
, Following the election clusures on Tuesay evening, tallys from the participating
schools will be communicated
to Eastern where a watch-night
party will be held. In turn, Ea$'tern will pa~s back the results
to the other participants for
th_eir watch,Qights.
If this project is to be a success, Wheeler said, students
will have to extend a great
deal of help to the political
clubs which are, obviously, too
small to do all that is necessary. Any students interested
in this enjoyable and worthwhile project are urged to contact either of the campus political clubs or the ASB officers,
who will also handle placement . Students are reminded,
t oo, that this is a mock election and that no age limit exists for participation.

h. A. A. Announces
"The American Automobile
Association's ,public relation director, Mr. Dale Steadman will
speak t o the Public Relations
Class at 10 a. m. this morning
in Martin Hall Gym," said Miss
Daphne Dodds, instructor of
Public Relations. "All students
interested either in Public Relations as a possible career, or
in the American Automobile
Association are invited t o attend, ", added Miss Dodds.

I
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EDITOR.IALS

The EASTERNER
E;ASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE of EDUCATION

PRESS

Publl■b~ weekly durlna tbe achoo) 7ear, except vacatlorui and
hoJlclllYII and perloda immediately pNCedlna bJ" the Auoclated
Studentll of Eastern Wublnston Collea• of Education, Cheney,
Wub. Application for re-entry at Chene)", Wuhlnaton, pendlna,
Entered u Second Claa •tter Nov. a, 1918, at the Poat Offlce
at Chene:,, Wublnston. under the Act of Conirrea llarch a. 1879.
Advertlalna rat.ea turnlahed on appJlcation. Represented for
natlonal adnrtlaiq by National AdHrt(§lne, Inc., 420 Madi.eon
Annue, Nn, York 1'1, New York. Rlsht to decline &DJ' advertlalna l• reaened.

EXECUTIVE EDITOR ..................................................... .Ron Wolfe

ASSOCIATE EDITOR .... ................................................ Shan Eggers
ASSISTANT EDITOR ......................................... ,.............. Dick Blair
NEWS EDITOR ...................................... ...................... Edd Stollery
SOCIETY EDITOR .................................................... Rhoda Paulson
SPORTS EDITOR ........................................................Walt Hartman

SO U·NDING
B·OARD
I

October 3', 1960

To the Editor:
After having received my
copy of last year's Kipnikinick
and having looked through it
several times, I feel it is deserving of a real commendation.
For once, I have seen a college annual that is honest. It
By Edd Stollery, News Editor
attempts to create no atmosphere that does not exist, but
Cuba is the most-often mentioned country in the news today, does P.resent the atmosphere
and Fidel Castro, the name ' most often used. However, there is that really exists. This, I feel,
one other name in Cuba-a name that, perhaps, stands most for- is a sign of maturity on the
what we blame to Castro. (I speak in respect to the Communist part of the staff.
angle of Cuban news.)
I do not mean this to neces1
Ernest "Che" Guervara, referred to as the Argentine com- sarily be a commendation of
munist is one of Castro's closest advisors. Many reputable col- our campus manners, but, be
umnist;, whose columns are read throughout the nation, and them as they are, it is a good
many writers for nationally distributed magazines, lay most of annual that accurately porthe Cuban communism to "Che."
trays such manners.
One other word, about Cuba and the position that the little
This has been done and I
feel
the staff, the advisor and
islanq it is in . . .
editor of the 1959-60 Kinnikinick deserves a vote of thanks.
Who Made Cuba Free?
Sincerely,
American arms, bullets and other equipment were sent
Paul F. Hooper
sub rosa or privately . . . to aid the rebellion by Castro. Meanwhile, American faces turned away when asked (by Batista and
others) "Whree is our, paid for, equipment . . . " including
17 aircraft that, somewhere (in Florida, this reporte believes)
in the U. S., were held up-even though the Batista regime HAD
PAID FOR THEM.
Let us not be an outmoded
Can American faces hold themselves high in view of these
and
archaic state. What posfacts?
.
sible
reasoning could there be
So who did make Cuba free ... ·? It would seem to this re- for keeping
liquor out of tavporter quite obvious ... America did. Not, perhaps, by direct erns. If people want to drink
support of the rebellious fighters ... but it is recalled that Cas- hard liquor why should they be
tro was not yet in Havana before he was recognized as the new forced to go to a cocktail
power.
lounge? Alcoholically speakCastro was still "out of town"-when diplomatic sources re- ing, a person can get about as
ported the new regime as being "The" power of Cuba. That, too, drunk on beer or wine as on
is a fact.
hard liquor, thus invalidating
There are many other facts. Castro has often called himself the argument of increased
"radical." Many Americans may recall that our diplomats, and drunkeness.
our legislators, were warned ... forewarned is the more correct
What can initiative 205 do?
term ... that Castro was not the freedom-loving American that It will create a "better class"
of people. How can it do this?
we are.
I'm sure most people will
Castro, however, is not American, they say.
agree that a "better class,, of
people inhabit cocktail lounges
Some American History
than do taverns. Thus, let the
Back in the days when King George was in power, and the taverns serve hard liquor and
USA just wasn't, many a radical who lived in the colonies ad• you will in turn create a better
vacated revolt. From this beginning, the USA became one of the class of people.
world's leading powers. Small wonder, then, that we recognize
However, here are the adrebellion. But what happened to -say, Thomas Paine. Did he vantages of initiative 205.
become a hero after the Revolutionary War? (No.) Tom was one
1. I~ will allow equal opporof the, if not THE, leading radical writers in the colonies. He tunity to all citizens, especialis credited by some with doing the flammatory writing that in- ly the working man, to purduced many a colonist to fight. Jefferson, too, was in on the chase mixed drinks and cockdeal. Read the Federalist papers, and "Common Sense," to get tails in places of their choice.
2. Taverns are the only lican idea as to what our own radicals were saying.
ensed
premises where minors
With this in mind, then, this writer fails to see where else
are
not
allowed.
the USA can put the blame.
3. Initiative 205 will modernize
our laws and make them
Last Look
comparable with our neighborSo, with a last thought, we'll leave Fidel ... unfortunate per- ing states.
4. A modern liquor law will
son that he is. That thought is this: If the USA had used a little more sense (all right, to pun it, a little more common sense,) greatly benefit the tourist inin making some of its decisions-and had not been in such a dustry in the State of Washgreat hurry to act, perhaps we wouldn't see Mr. Castro si~ning ington.
5. The additional license
trade pacts with various communist countries.
fees
will be used for medical
Perhaps Fidel would be selling his sugar to America (who
research.
.
offers five cents per pound on the open market) instead of Rus6. It will create jobs within
sia (who's paying three and a quarter cents per pound)-ai:td
the
taverns, as well as jobs for
perhaps the various institutions owI?,ed by Americans wouldn't
allied
industries in improving
have become nationalized.
And-perhaps-the red wolves wouldn't he feasting on the and modernizing tavern facilifor the be~fit of the comview of a communist western hemisphere. With Cuba commun- ties
munity.
ist, this writer feels that revolts in several of the South American states will follow-·each communistically inspired.
There is one little ray of light . .. perhaps, too, Mr. Castro
will take the challenge offered to him-a big one, it is admitted.
Communism, as the world knows it today, is a perverted
form of the dreams and ideals of Karl Marx, and Lenin, and
Engels ... perverted by men who are looking after themselves,
To listen to student converand no one else. But if a student wants to take a good, close
sation, one would think that
look at the dreams of these men ... perhaps by reading the the
purpose of the colMarx-authored "Communist Manifesto," one might see a huge legeprimary
instructor is to keep his
dream. A dream, admittedly, that is unweildly in the world of students entertained. As a few
today.
·
faculty members may be someThis author fels that the term "Communism" and its affiliated what lacking in this capacity,
words are grossly misused today. He also feels-although he it might be well to offer them
admits to the unpracticality of the dreams, that it is a beautiful some constructive criticism.
dream. He does not want, you see, the term "Communist" lowTake the comma, for ·examered on his head-even though he is a dreamer.
ple. Invariably a lecture on the
So the challenge to Castro is to revert to the original dream comma lacks sparkle, wit and
. . . and to make it (and prove to the rest of the world, Moscow a sense of timing. The English
and Peiping included) real. Personally, this editor doubts that instructor might well take
Castro's power will be able to extend to this result.
some tips from television's

CASTRO

Whihvorth Maturity
Some of our more illustrious Eastern men (boys?) thought it
would be amusing to wave a red flag at the bull during last Saturday's game with Whitworth. Rather, they thought it would
be amusing to have someone else wave the flag.
They conned a handful of EWC Freshmen into displaying a
Whitworth sign to the Whitworth cheering section, then chopping it into pieces before them.
Apparently the frosh were unaware that this is a rather
messy way of commiting suicide.
It isn't that I necessarily condemn such action but merely
the methods. The brave instigators of the plot sneaked around
behind some Whitworth building and swiped a sign that had
already been discarded. Big deal!
Knowing full well the consequences of their plan, they talked
some unknowing Freshmen boys into their little game of "let's
have a massacre." Then they retreated to a safe 1distance to
enjoy obvious activities tha~ would shortly._ follow.
.
Fortunately, the Whitworth students displayed considerable
maturity and remained in their stands, apparently content at
regarding the ludicrous performance before them ·with mere
contempt.
·

Whiskey In '60

A salute to Whitworth!
October 3, 1960
To the Students of Whitworth:
.
,,
·We wish to take this occasion to commend you on your conduct during the recent football contest" between our two ins ti·
tutions and to apologize for the conduct of a portion of our student body.
It is indeed heartening to witness such mature action on the
part of some students even in the face of temptation placed
before them by others. '
We hope that your example will be followed by more persons
in the future as certainly it can orily improve the relationship
between our institutions.
/
Again, our commendations.
Sincerely,
Students of Eastern Washington College
Paul F. Hooper
Associated Students President

•

ENTERTAIN US
weather reporters. Give the
comma a personality! Give it
two eyes and a mouth and a little curly tail ! Cartoon! Animate! You might have the
comma hopping sprightly from
the appositive to the compound sentence. Perhaps the
mark in the ..- comma splice
could be drawn as a villain.
Use your ' imagination. And
along with the deft strokes of
your chalk, keep up a witty
commentary, getting across
your important points in a sub-

liminal (below the threshold
of consciousness) fashion. Conscientious
instructors
will
practice their routines at
home.
Then there are the history
courses. Here some flesh can
be put on skeltons of the past
through outside reading, preferably in popular historical
paperback novels. A glance at
the covers of these inexpensive
volumes incidates clearly that
here is fleshy history, with
most of the important details
brought right out in the open.
Friedrich Nietzsche defined
a nation as "a group of men
who speak one language and
read the same newspapers."
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SOCIETY SECTION
\ I

Pinnings & Pinings
by Rhoda Paulson

As we go to pr ess I hear
there's been a revolution in
Garry hall. I hopenot, as poor
old Garry hall can't take too
much.
What are Radine McVey,
Marilyn
Fletcher, Carolyn ·
Carstons, and Mary Braddock
doing in the beard growing
contest? Trying for best attempt, girls?
*
The next bang you hear is a
paper bag exploading-the
newest fad on campus, instigated by the Spurs.
•
*
•
Why I call this column Pinnings & Pinings I'll never

know, the last three fellows I
asked if they knew anybody
who had become engaged said
"Sure I have." And then collapsed into gales of laughter.
~·

"'

*

Anyhow- it's time · for the
poetry corner: with "Ode to a
Sub Rat." The poet (Miss
fletcher) wishes to remain anonymous so I can't tell who
wrote it.
Coffee?
Sure
Cigarette?
Don't mind if I do.
How's Psych?
Instructors lpusy.
Did you know Jean moved to
the dorm?
•
Come sit here there's room for
three more if we squeeze.
Can you understand this stuff?
Sure plain as day.
It MIGHT be.
Here he comes, Mr. America.
Well, what's with him.
Hey, kill that fly, will ya?
I should be studying.
·
YeYah, I've got to go to work
Nuther cigarette
Thanks

•

Well the 'homecoming race
is on again. There are some
lovely girls r unning so be sure
to support the candia(\te of
your choice I'm told this is going to be t he biggest and best
homecoming ever.

Karen Wheeler

Commissioned
Lt. K'a ren G. Wheeler, a 1960
graduate of Eastern, was recently commissioned from the

Mrs. Gerken Is New
Dean
Of Wo01en
·,
'

Mrs. Carol Gerken, who obtained her BA degree from San
Jose State College in 1953', is now well started as EWC's new
dean of women.
Although ·Mrs. Gerken claims Salinas, California as her home
town, she could well qualify as a native Washingtonian, having
taught second grade in Spokane for the past seven years.
Although we may welcome
Mrs. Gerken to the faculty at
EWC, she is no stranger to the NEW STUDENTS
campus, having been a student
Enrollment reached a total
for three summer sessions.
Besides the many activities of 2328 students at Eastern
connected with her job, Mrs. Washington College of EducaGerken finds time for many tion as regstration for the fall
outside interests. She is very quarter closed.
active in many clubs and organizations.. She was voted
Spokane's Woman of Achieve- ~
ment for 1960; is president of
Spokane County United School
Group! is a member of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education; is
immediate past president of
the WEA, and was the March
delegate,
representing the
.teachers of Washington, to
President Eisenhower's White- October 12
house Conferenee on Children
12 noon-Off Campus and
and Youth.
Commuters, Bali ,
She is also past president of
3 p. m.- Student Union
both the Women's JaYCees of Board, Capri
Spokane and the Kappa Kappa
Inaugural
3-5-Freshman
Gamma Alumni Association. Mixer, Bali
The active Mrs. Gerken also
6-7-1. K., Capri
belongs to tl\e League of
6-7-Spurs, Vashon
Women Vote:rs, the AAUW,
6-7-Bachelors Club, Cove
the Business an Professional
7-Sponsor Corps ROTC
Womens club, and the Nation- Tea, Bali
al Association of Women
7-8-IVCF, Vashon & San
Deans. She was the keynote Juan
speaker at the Ea~tern Oregon
7:30-Geography Club, , Bali
Educational Conference at Ba- October 13
ker, Oregon on October 3.
10 a. m.-a ssoc. U. S. Army,
Besides her many organiza- C. H.
tional activities, Mrs. Gerken
4 p. m.- Music division, Fae.
also' teaches a second grade Lounge
Sunday School class which she
6 p. m.-USCF Lecture and
considers one of the .high
discussion series, Tahiti
points ol her weekly activities.
6:30-ASB Council~ Cove
Mrs. Gerken said she is
7- Homecoming
Comm.,
"thrilled with the thoughtful- Vashon ·
ness and co-operation" shown
7- Sitzmark Ski Club, Capri
lier by both the students and October 14
the f acuity.
10 a. m.- Dean of Students,
Mrs. Gerken has numerous Capri
•
ideas on improvement of October 15
"dorm life" and employment
7 p. m.- Double M (mixeropportunities for women. She movie), Bali
also !\opes to build the AWS
"Some Came Running."
into a high level organization, October 16
capable of fulfilling the many
5-7 p. m.-USCF, Vashon
functions it is intended to do.
and San Juan
Homecoming queen contest
begins

Kampus
Kalendar

Fashion
Kloset ·

By Linda Headley

In answer to t hat age old
question of what to wear during in-between seasons Sharol
Ogle has a solution. Wearing
a red, green, and gold plaid
sheath dress accessorized by
red corduroy tennis shoes and
a red corduroy clutch purse,
you have certainly solved ·our
question Sharol.
Sandy Blessing is also swing•
ing with the season in a kelly
green sheath dress topped hy
a green bow in front . ' It is
quite colorful, Sandy.
Marine Corps School at Quantico, Va. During the six weeks
course, she received instructions in leadership, physical
stamina and general military
subjects.
Karen is t'he daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace B. Wheeler
of 104 N. Newport St., Kennewick, Wash.

PATRONIZE YOUR
• ADVERTISERS •

•

For the more masculine gender the golden tones of autumn are the style. Ron Jones
has put this tone to use in a
gold knit shirt matched with
olive green continental trousers. It's a real pace setter, Ron.
Carolyn Moore has chosen
a beautfful royal blue to carry
her through the in-between
season. Her weskit and sheath
skirt of royal blue combined
with a white puff sleeved
blouse adds the perfect touch
to an appropriate ensemble
for campu s wear.

Mrs. Gerken, new Dean of Women

TIADI f

IOH A L

@

e81Qsake
w

EDDING

SETS

SMITH JEWELERS
CHENEY. WASH.

Ben Franklin Store
Home supplies - Pa rty Favors
Candies - Halloween Decorations
School Supplies

This week Nylons 77c
BE 5-4911

404 1st St.

October 17

. 12 noon-IRC, Capri
3:30 p. m.-Faculty Council,
Capri
5:30 p. m--Sponsor Corps,
Capri
6- ASB Finance Comm.,
7-ASB Elections, Vashon

,

October 18

10 a. m.- Koffee Kor.ner,
Harbor
12 noon- USCF Commuter
Luncheon, Capri
6 p. m.- AWS Council, Cove
5-8 p. m .-Homecoming
Queen Primary Ballot

.,

Students & Faculty
We are glad you are back.

I
•

I

i

I

Plastic Soap Dishes ........ 19c
Psycho Ash Trays ........ 79c
Shower Caps . .. .... ....... .. 29c

CHENEY DRUG
Next to the Free Press
•
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Cortstitu ion Vote
Assures Freedom

WELL DESERVED
APPRAISAL
by Shan Eggers

This Week's Best-selling Books:
Hawaii-James Michener; (2) Advice and Consent-Allen
Drury; (3) Michief of Milan-Holt; (4) To Kill a Mockingbird~
Harper Lee; _(5) The Lovely Ambition-Mary Lee Chase; (6) The
Listener-Taylor Caldwell; (7) Diamondhead-Peter Gilman;
(8) The View frqm _the Fortieth Floor-Theodore White; (9) Corporation Wife-Kathryn Gascan; (10) The Leopard-Di Lampedusa.
(1)

1

(This list compiled from a poll of the area's bookstores provides, not the ·national best-selling list, but an unoffical report
from the Inland ·Empire.)
Fallstaf, in Henry IV, Part I, Act II, Scene iv, lines 126-132,
(by Shakespeare, who did a fairly good job of recording speeches by Fallstaf.f, Hamlet etc.) says this:
·
"A plague of ail cowards, I say, and a vengeance too! Marry,
and amen! Give tne a cup of sack, boy. Ere I lead this life long,
I'll sew netherstocks and mend them and foot them too. A
plague of a11 -cowards! Give me a cup of sack, rogue. Is there no
virtue extant?"
This marvelous Speech, unfortunately, has absolutely no relation to the introductory statements I'm about to make for
this column. However, now that I have proved that I am able
t o throw out lines ,from Shakespeare as well as anyone, I shall
tell you that I have ~spired to the position of a literary critic.
In the next issues of The Easterner, this campus' best known
newspaper, you will find critical reviews of books, plays, poetry,
programs on campus and in town which 1 feel are worthy of a
second look-"well deserved appraisal." From time to time,
when I summon up _much courage, I might even tear apart a
text currently being used here or try my hand at some com-=
ments about new recordings-possibly even a television program if I can ever get the "soap opera" gang away from Senior's
only TV set.
My reviews, I'm afraid will not be of sufficient quantity, and
certainly not of sufficient quality, to warrant plagerism on the
part of freshmen composition students. I apologize for this and
suggest that some other arrangement might be made- · reports
to be sent in a plain wrapper, of course.
Seriously (and being serious takes much discipline on my
part), there are ~ - many things -worth se·e ing and hearing by
Eastern stuiients, 1 hope this column will serve as a guide by
providing a brief appraisal of some of these, and might, if you
have already had the opportunity to see these, disagree with
your impressions enough to start a small revolution or at least
a colorful duel at EWC.
Having used up some space which should in all fairness have
been used for more fascinating advertisements, I'd better get
down to the subject. Today I n ve waxed eloquent and have
room for but one review-and what would be more fitting than
to provide a brief background for Anton Chekov's "The Three
Sisters," which will be presented this quarter as the first college play in honor of the Chekov centennial.

At last Thursday's associated
Student Council meeting mem. b rs of the council were presented with a copy of a new
proposed ASB Constitution.
This proposed constitution if
approved by the ASC, will then
.be voted on by the student
body.
The present Constitution has
been in effect since the fall of
1956. Last. spring the student
body failed to adopt the council approved Constitution of
May, 1960.
Now for the last few days an
executive council has been rewriting the Constitution. lf approved by the student body it
will give fhe students a greater
responsibilty.
Garth Wheeler, activities coordinator has outlined three
m'ajor chal\ges:
.
(1) The editor of The Easterher will become a member of
the ASC. However, he will not
be a voting member.
(2) 'Committees will be orokeh into parallel structure with
execfitive vice-president concerning himself wlfh executive
liuties ·ancl the activities vice·~tesident will ,oversee all -aspects of student activties.
(3) A ·judicial system will be
adopted.
The third change that
Wheeler outlined will undoulr
·tedly ·be of most concern to the
stude-nts. The establishment of
a judicial system will direct
the lower courts to student
control. This will make ,possible impartiality to students
being tried. However, Paul
Hooper, ASB president concluded, "Even with the revisions in the Jegal systems, the
students will not have the final respbnsibility, that will rest
wit the administration.
Garth Wheeler summed up
the offers of the proposed constitution by saying,
"It will offer the students a
truly representative , governmetit, much more flexibility,
and a marked change in activities."

N·&w Fare f ozz tnd Old Goatees
By Oon Dressel

"I don't care if Ulysses S. Grant did wear one, that beard is
n-0t becoming a student in the Easfern R. 0. T. C. pro'gram!"
This statement and many other statements will probably be
heard during the current "Beard Growing Contest" . being held
at Eastern 1this year.
The neophytes in this contest of extreme competition must 'ask the question, "Is it
will begin to ·wonder if it's all worth it?" All through hisreally worth 'it after the first tory, many great men have
three, or four days. Constant been of the bewhiskered set,
itching will begin to take place
and here will be an uncom- including those great Amerif orta 1:>le feeling that soap and cans, Abraham Lincdlh,· Ulyswater is not actually penetrat• seen S. Grant and Robert E.
ing through the underbrush Lee. Modern day mus1c1ans
to really cleanse the face like Mitch Miller and Shorty
These are only two of the phy- Rogers wear beards, as 'does
sical problems that will face that idol of American liturature, Ernest H~mingway.
the contestants.
"Golly, I think you'll look
Ah yes, the days of old wben
real cute in a beard!" These every man with any pride at all
wbrds will build the gentle- wore a beard, are goQe, but
man's ego when spo'ken by maybe this generation of sidehis girl, but wait unti the fol- burhs and goatees at Eastern
lowing Friday night date and will bring the dawn of a new
see how cute she really thinks day for the men students. The
it is.
standard bearers in this con
Soon you will forget the test should ignore critical re•
gathering mass of hair on your marks comparing them to beat•
face and you won't be able to biks or lunatics. Let's see th€
figure out why people st~re at beartl come back with a new
you in elevators or on the generation of strong-willed, bestreet.
whiskered men. Let's embrace
Nine or ten days after start- the firm-jawed profile of the
ing to grow a beard comes the man of distinction, pipe in
job of trimming the unruly mouth, facing the world with
growth in some unique way. whiskers to the wind. Throw
What shall be the objectiveaway your razors, brushes,
neatness, length, sophistication lather and blades for a new
or primitive app~al?
generation· of beards can be
ours!
In the light of the above
Vive le Fidel!
problems and sacrifices, one

Stark Young's translation of this four-act drama has done
away with the vaguenes and the incomprehensibility which
have characterized many other translations of this Russian
author's works. Chekov says in clear and expresive English, now,
what he has said in clear and expressive Russian.
The three sisters, stranded in a crude provincial town by the
death of their father, the General, hope to find happiness by
returning to Moscow where they were born. Moscow is a symbol
of freedom, fulfillment, everything that t.hey long for, but after
a time even the youngest sister, Irina, wonders whether this
happiness will ever be attained.
I have never, odly enough, been able to state a theme of what
I consider a masterpiece _in one inclusive paragraph. The full
meaning, I feel, of "The Three Sisters" could not be completely
explained in a novel, for each character and speech adds not
only to the play's sense, its mood and its unity, its truth about
"people"-it creates impressions which, though they are stated
with the utmost symplicity, are joined to show life. Not Russian
life or tragic life is pictured-just life. And anyone who resents
the use of such abstract and overwork~d terms as these may
-write to me, atfer having seen or read the play, to help me say
in more specific terms what I mean.

Chekov's characters are not steroeotyped. Each sister is an individual, Andrey, their brother, is more than a henpecked husband. Vershinin's and Tusenbach's "philosophizing" indicates
more than prophecy or hope. And the old doctor, Tchebutykin,
is not simply a well-meaning old drunk. All are real people,
which Chekov shows so certainly, and taken together or apart
form a throbbing story you must not miss.
Ferapont, an old porter, comments repeatedly upon seemingly meaningless events. Masha and Vershinin are naturally drawn
together, and Anfisa fears she might lose her job. The military
leaves and the town is completely emptied of any influence
of "intelligence," of "culture," and this song appears again
and again:
·
"By the curved seashore a green oak, a golden chain upon
that oak ... a golden chain upon that oak."
Each of these impressions is pertinent, as you will see, when
you see- and listen to Anton Chekov's, "The Three Sisters."
PFH:ils

The best tobacco makes tbe best smoke!
U. J. Reynold s Tobucco Company, Wlna ton •Salom, N. C .
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SPOTLIGHTi WORLD
By Edd Stollery, News Editor
Around the world in 80:

President Eisenhower and Russia't Khrushchev will not be
talking, summit wise, today, reports he UN observers. Neutralist countries are working closer toge her to get the two leaders
to talk, meanwhile holding their po-~er should the Red China
question come to a vote. (Question: apmit req. China to t1:te UN.
So far- 10 years- the issue has been avoided on the grounds ,
that the red ''C" does not meet the requirements of the UN
membership rules.)
,
Mr. K, by the way, stated last we k that he may ignore UN
decisioos so long as the UN maintaf ed Its present set-up. This
is more of his earlier ''Down with Da , fit all.

Western leaders seemed to
be ignoring the Mr. K situationt. However, Mr. K has been
termed a hypocrite-in re: colonialism. (Leading world colonising country today is Russia; leading speaker agains colonising, Khrushchev.)
Meanwhile . . . will Moscow
or Peiping policy line prevail?
Russia and Red China are on
the outs, an(I thite are 'Hints of
a top communist court being
formed to investigate the situation. Conclusion at ehit of
meeting will be-either "fall
into line11 or a complete split.

Also--,.Tito . went home with
a smile on his face (He talked
with K, and came out smiles,
although it must be remembered that Tito is not a "Moscow
Party Linebacker.") And in
Quebeck (Canada), city businessmen offered 2 million
square I f-eet of land for a new
UN buildihg, "no strings attached."
Hot spot: Congo

The
disorganized Congo
army is on its way towards becoming well disciplined, as Col.
Joseph Mobutu started using
advice from UN military advisors in the area. Mobutu, head
of 20,000 men, is now under a
doctor's care, result of the
stress and strain caused by the
period since July.
Elsewhere in AfricaJohannesburg, South AfricaAfrikaners votecl. last week on
their independence. British descended whites oppose the
plan of the nationalist government, which would make the
state a repµblic. Prime Minister Hendrik F. Verwoerd's
Dutch descended nationalists,
who are in power in parliament, said that if there is a maiority "by so much as one
vote" for the plan, then "to
parliament with the measure"
that would create the republic.
Election results-unconfirmed
•-"republic, please. 11
Paris and New York-in
Algeria. rebel government-

President Charles de Gaulle,
of France, has a policy of self
determination for Al'geria.currently opposed by 10,000
demonstrators in Paris (Oct. 4)
- ostensively
backed
by
Khrushchev (although reecnt
NY deveolpments show that
Algerian rebel leaders, who
visited K last week, made no

men ion of this fact; K dodged
a qqestion as to whether Moscow Iwould recognize the rebel
r~gi~e, but did say that "this
government does exist.")
•
1

Congq--hot spot of Africa:
east 'H~ussla) vs. west (USA)"TI\~ Cohgo crisis can be blamed on one man-Partice Lumumb~i'-C rown Prince Albert
of ~ ·lgium.

CdJllege graduate technicians
'are rying to move the rusted
whe ls of government in the
Con~o.
RED SPOT: CUBA

Castro's ·long predicted invasidn of Cuba by "inimical"
f (ijtc~s appened fast week. Armen~ino Feria supposedly led
some 27 men into the Orente
province, ostensibly having left
the SA from some as yet uniden ified place.

South Ameri·ca News
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Brazil's presidential election
outcome unknown for another
few days . , . trend indicates
conservative Janio Quadros as
next possible prexy.

His death reduces the college
of cardinals ·to 82. Top membership number is 85.
Konrad Adenauer, chancellor of West Germany, announced cancellation of the eastwest trade agreement; Walter
Ulbricht, east's communist
chief, said in effect "Yankee
Go Home" and get out of ALL
Germany; and copies of a tc;p
secret order from Moscow, <ialling for violence and bloodshed
in Berlin, were discoveredthey document further calls
for a unified Berlin, capital of
East Germany. •

He is opposed by nationalist
General Teixeira Lott, who has
the unsolicited backing of Brazil's communists, and Adhemar
de Barros, who was given [if.
tie chance in tl-\e election.
Quadros last reported majority, 66 thousand, to nearest,
Lott, 34 thou.

Students shouting "Cuba
no" in Bogota, Columbia, had
a demonstration last weekmajority of them Catholic; the
demo was NOT sanctioned by
Elsewhere. the communist
the Archbishop of Bogota.
party recorded gains in FinKorea-South Korean gov- land as more red votes than
ernment officials asked the US ever before were counted in
for -$400 million over the next their recent election; "3nd Vice
five years to help the govern- Admiral Harold T. Deuterment through economic troub- mann, commander of the Atles. We did give $600,000 to lantic striking fleet, rejected
Japah-'to be used for hospital charges that he or any of his
construction in Nagasaki and command (the fleet) were doHiroshima. Buildings reported- ing 'any harrassment of soviet
ly will be used for research, fishing vessels:
treatment and training in atThen, at Home, there.. was
omic medicine.
A note from Dallas, saying
Half of red China's 1960 ag·
that
the index finger can,
ricultural acreage has been
through
operation, replace a
seriously damaged by drought,
floods and typhoons, according lost thumb. No note as to what
to the "New Evening Post," they'd do if you lost both
thumb AND index finger, howHong Kong.
ever.
Cambodia's Prince Norodom

-

Ike is now the oldest chief
in America's history . ·. . next
oldest, Andrew Jackson. TVA
reports a record income for the
fiscal year ~nding June 30,
1960-net: 51 million. Texas;
again-this time, for the
Gr·andmothers: Permanent establishment of an annual day •
in their honor-Granclmother's
Day-this year, O,c t. 9.

Sihanouk , will visit red China
in Novembefl second visit for
him, accordihg to Peiping radio. Peiping also reported
Caistro last week called our , · Lhasa, Tibet, now has an iron
ptesl~ ntial 'candidates "cow- and steel plant-that city's
ardlYtl hypocrites" when, at the first.
Meanwhile, the annual nasame time, he said that no one
yet ~ominated could be a tional day rally and parade in
frien~ of Cuba. He has always Peiping, Oct. 1, fou~d the remaintained that "I have no ar- viewing stand loaded-with
gum~nt with the regular citi- Foreign Minister Chen Yi,
zen--ionly their government." Premier Cou En-lai, Mao Tzebut then, comes another pro- tung, chinese strongman, and
noun· ement of Cuba . . . de- visitors Ferhat Abbas (rebel
parti g Americans (who have Algerian government premier)
to b y their tickets in Cuba) and Burma's U Nu.
have to wait for an okay from
In 'Europe
the uban currency stabiliza· Oberammergau's
Passion
tion und.
Play, viewed· by 518,000 visitIAEA

Op·e ration "Deep Freeze"
summer operations started by
Rear Adm. D. M. Tyree, USN.
Meanwhile, USN ordnance test
station, China Lake, Calif., an~
nounces new rocket :'Caleb"
d·evelopment. And -Senator
Hubert Humphrey (D Minn.)
says that if we can't get a nuclear treatry, let's resume our
testing (sic) giving a deadline
of June, 61.
And then, the world got a
new moon . . . a Chatterboxcalled "Courier I B" by the
army. It speaks faster than ten
women, spit 340,000 words in

International Atomic Ener- ors over 93 performances,
closed at the end of Septemgy Agency (IAEA) session in , ber.
Vienna ended with an east- 1970. Next production dateswest split over nuclear inspecCardinal Giuseppe Fietta,
tion, ~nd little else done. Small Vatican
representative for Latmem~er countries (Africa, in America,
died of a stroke.
Asia) noted they might apply
to USSR for nuclear energy
help.
1

0. K. Rubber Welders

1

Me~mwhile, Ceylon's woman
primiminister (Mrs. Sirima1Vo
Band ranaike) will visit Poland; · olish Premier Josef Cyrankie icz iust concluded, a
four day good will tour of Ceylon. ~S military aid to Laos
has b,en suspended due to the
curre~t mixup in party politics tlfaere--with rebels declaring t~eir loyalty to Premier
Couvanna Phouma's neutralist
gover,ment.

Complete Tire Service
New, Used & Recapped
Nation Wide Guarantee
,,

16 W. 1st.

And-- US ambassador to Jordon, Sheldon T. Mills, said
"then~ is almost no communist
infiltq1tion" in Jordan, in a
recent interview.
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We Feature Carnation FRESH

DAIRY PRODUCTS
COTTAGE CHEESE, SLENDER-LOW CALORIES

G.E. Electric Alat111 ,C locks

WHIPPING CREAM

BUTTERMILK
HALF & HALF

COFFEE CREAM

Regular $4.95,

ICE CREAM

SWEET CREAM BUTTER

Students specij al 3.95

MU t TI-VITAMIN SKIM MI LK-1% BUTTERFAT

SPORTS MIN DED S~UDENTS

We also have Grade A YO<;iURT milk
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Hunting Licenses
Pheasant Cards, Deer 'T~gs
Rifle and Shotgun Am mo.
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Ple nty of Parkin!
OPEN 9 TO 9
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five minutes. Mission- augmentation of existing strategic
communications. Translation:
It'll go places, speak its orders
ftls t, and doesn't rely on easily
cut gr ound wires.
Focus: The Supreme Court

Last week, the U. S. Supreme Cour t opened its new
term- with a docket filled
with touchy items. Space limits the first- but a summary:
Bible reading in the schools of
Pennsylvania; various unionlabor cases; birth control- relating to the state laws on the
banning of said subject; and
state blue laws.
All revolve, around the
basic fads-does the -constitutJon prohibit or allow any form
thereof of 'the various "little"
laws involved. Learned counsel for both sides in a case present their arguments, and then
-the discussion is on. It is expected that three months lapse
before a decision is handed
down-but you can be sure
that the decision is carefully
thought out.

Both sides are represented
in the decision, too, as both a
majority and ~ minority opinion are fully discussed in the
court's decision.

)PATRONIZE YOUR
~ADVERTISERS •

This is the B-52. Adva·nced as it
may be, this a irplane has one thing
in common with th e fir s t w a rg all eys of anci e nt Egy pt ... a nd
with the air and space vehicles of
the future. Someone must cha rt its
course. Someone must navigat e it.
· F~r certain young men this presents a career of real executive
opportunity. Here, perhaps you
will have the chance to master a
profession full of meaning, excitement and rewards ... as a N av igato r in the U.S. A ir F o rce.
T o qualify for N avig ator training as an Av ia tion Cadet you must
be an A merican citize n betw een 19
and 26,½-single, healthy and in telligent. A hig h school diploma is
required, but some college is highly
desirab le. Successfu l completion of
t he t rai nin g prog ram lea ds to a
commission as a Second L ieutenan t .. . and you r Navigator wi ngs.
If you think y,ou have w hat it
takes to meas ure up to the Av iati on Cadet Prog ram fo r N a vigato r t m ining, see yeu r local Air
Fo rce R ecrui ter. O r clip a nd ma il
1is couJ1bn .

us

Ditton's Yankee Dairy

Th ere 's a place for tomorrow 's
leaders on the
Aerospace T eam.

C heney Newsstand

AirForCe
T;; '~UP;; ;;;-DA-;- -,

Late Eve ni ng Snacks
•

School Supplies
•

Film Developing -

Fastest in Cheney

From Comics to Classics
,
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Tobacco -

Toiletries
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A VIATION CADE T INFORMATION
DE PT. SCLOl0
BOX 7608, WASHINGTON -t, D. C.
am between 19 and 26½, a citizen
of t he U. S. and a h igh school grad•
u at e w ith . . . . . . . . yea rs of college.
P lease send me detailed information'
on the Air Force Aviation Ondet
program .

I
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STREET . ' ..... ' ............. ' ' . . . . I
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Speak Week Successful
Twelve very tired boys and fourteen tireder ·b achelors said
goodbye in the front hall of St. Joseph's organage last Saturday
night. · This action, accompanied by a $100 check to the orphanage, climaxed a very big daf for both of them. This was able to
h~ppen, Eastern, because you supported Speak Week.
At the beginning of the afiernoon, the bachelors and the
boys were going great. The
boys arrived in front of the
Student Union around 2 p. m.
When they were finally let
loose they poured out from
The first meeting of the
everywhere. Each bachelor
young
democrats of EWC was
was as~igned· his own friend
held
last
Thursday night, and
for the •'day.
The bundles of energy, and plans were giscussed for futheir friends then went into . ture meetings.
"Tomorrow night the meetthe Harbor and had cokes.
The boys had frosh beanies- ing will be held in the Bali
which they ~ore quite willing- room of the student union. It
will consist of a general meetly.
Then they went to the park ing, at 7:30 p. m., to which a.11
to swing. Not to long there and persons are invited," said Dave
back to the Student Union to Gurr, president of the Young
Following
the
take care of some forgotten de- Democrats.
tails. A football game was then meeting, everyone, including
played. Whether the bachelors members and non-members,
or the b0ys won will never be will be invited to watch the
decided. By this time the bach- Kennedy-Nixon · debate on teleelors were starting to slow vision, which will be followed
by a discussion.
down-however.
Plans were also discussed
Swimming was next on the
concerning
a mock election priagenda. After .swimming there
or
to
the
presidential
election.
was one prevailing question.
When do we eat? The bache- Representatives of both the
lors thought that the idea was young demos and young repubone of the best they had heard licans will have an opportunity
so far. After dinner. they went to discuss the issues and be
to the Student Union to have asked questions, before the
milkshakes, but decided to student body, in a debate
watch TV instead. The milk- which will be posted later this
shakes could be later. The boys quarter.
Gurr said, "In conclusion I
were happy to do this . . .
would
like to urge all students
for a little while.
Jim O'Connell and Stan Riz. to pick the party of their
zuti became horses during the choice, and support it in any
TV watching. Fun? The boys way possible."
who rode them thought so-all
six of them.
Perhaps the biggest eyent of
the evening was when they got
to m·e et the football players
before the game. The boys had
some statements to make, such
as: "Wake up football players," this was said as they
went in. One of the boys tried
on a football helmet, which unfortunately, was too small. He
was consoled with: "That's
all right, you can play basketball." As they left, the last
comment was: "I hope .p1y pals
win." Well, we won, thanks for
the thought.
At the football game they
got noise makers-and used
them. They yelled the yells as
if it were their own school. By
the middle of the game it was
too cold for most of them to
stay. There were two hardy
ones who stayed for most of
the rest of it, but they had to
give up, . too.
Give up, they were all tired
now. There was one little one
asleep in his friend's arms. So
they all packed up into the bus
and went home. On the bus
the. bachelors became hosts of
another type. They didn't have
to try and keep up with them
now, instead the little ones
slept and the older ones sang
with the bachelors.
There wasn't one bachelor
who didin't want to keep them,
and there wasn't too many
boys who wanted to go home.
The boys had so much fun, be
glad, Eastern, that you supported Speak Week.

Young Demos Have
First Meeting

lmp~ovised Book·s

'FrOnt Door' Library
To Be Organized
"A library that starts at the front door" is the aim of new
EWC library head Mr. Leon Whitinger, formerly associated
with the library departments of Auburn University and the University of Wisconsin.
Approximately two years of access to the library without
gradual but total reorganiza- conflicting with weekend leition is planned by Mr. Whit- sure.
inger. Modern trends and inWhitinger advocates a relaxnovations, as used throughout ed attitude toward library use,
the country, will be implement- and urges consultation with
ed in making study and enjoy- student Library Committee
ment reading "highly avail- members on specific comable."
plaints.
New and lengthened SaturA campus-wide re-education
day hours are from 8 to 12 a. on the use of the Reader's
m., enabling staff and students , Guide is a priority project.

Earth Science instructors'
jobs . were more difficult last
week-more than one-half of
lfhe earth science 101 students
were without the text "Physica I Elements of Geography."
Some instructours have temporarily supplemented with an
eight-page exercise and chart
11
The Earth in Space/'
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,ROTC Forms Choir

,,

Formation of a 30-voice chorus composed o'f members of
EWCE's reserve officers training corps cadets is und~rway.

Carter Station
I

Under new management of

In charge of Capt. Thomas
R. Whalen, assistant professor
of military science and tactic·s,
the chorus is directed by Ralph
Manzo, EWCE assistant professor of voice.

Jerry Hudson
Complete Automotive Service

Frederick R. Boutz, Walla
Walla, is cadet director. He is
an ROTC cadet second lieutenant.
The chorus will sing popular, military, collegiate and
novelty selection, Capt. Whalen said. As soon as it is trained, it will be available for apearance upon request of the
EWCE division of military
science and tactics.

·Filters for
flavor;··

Mechanic ALWAYS on Duty
•

I•

I

T~e Carter Oil , Compan_y
"The Sign of Happy 'Motoring"

•

-finest flavor by far I

'

Sociology Club
Has First M-eeting

Tareyton
*

.

A discussion, about the field
of sociology at EWC at the
post-graduate level, will head
the program for the meeting
of the Sociology Club this Friday, 10 a. m. in the • Capri
room, ·at the Isle.
This program is intended to
provide a more complete orientation for sociology or social work majors and those
who may be interested in these
fields. Anyone interested is
welcome to attend.

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

Tareyton has the taste-

Dual Filter
does it!
~
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1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED. CHARCOAL •••
definitely Rroved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth ...
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2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives·

you the best taste of the best tobaccos•
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-SPORTS
Hudson Collapses_

The EWC Savages, on their fourth attempt, got into the win
column last Saturday night as they squeaked by the Pacific
Lutheran University Knights, 13-12.
The game started off' with a
flurry of action after the
EWO
4
14
1.4
DBvie .•• , .. 10
18
Knights were stalled on their Stehem ...• 8 21
4
14
1.4
0
82
4.6
32
first series of plays from scrim- Harlan .... 7 41
0
41
4.6
Amundson .. 9
mage, the EWC line blocked a Bas& •.•• .1••• 4
0
l
0.6
1
0
1
0.G
1
fourth down punt attempt QY Milam ..... , 2
Doug Mcclary on the 3 yard
PLU
EWC
paSBlng • .. .. .. .. . 57
22
line. Three plays later, hard Yards
Yal'de ru&hing . . . . . . . . 140
116
16
hitting Savage fullback Dave Yarde •oet rushing . . • • 20
Net yardage , . . . . . . . . . 177
128
Davis dove over for the first PaBSlng ............... 11-22
2-7
Fasees intercepted by • .
1
1
Eastern score. The extra point First
rushing , . . • •
8
4
attempt by Alt was blocked First dona
downs pasalng . •
3
1
First downs, pe'l'laltles • •
1
1
le.aving the score at 6-0.
Punta .................. -17 .6
1-3 l.6
72
Later in the quarter, Fred Kicks returned ,total yds 27
Pe11altles • • • • • • • • . • • • 7-69
9-85 ..
Amundsen returned a PLU Fumbles lost • • • • • • • • • • 1
2
PLU ............•.. , .. 6 6 0 6-12
punt 35 yards to the Knight 25. EWC
. . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . 6 0 o 7- 13
The Savages ran out of steam,
Scoring :EWC-Davie (!-plunge, kick
however, as they were stalled failed: PLU-Alexander (1 plunge) kick
failed: PLU- Lennoti (6-paes :from Mc8 yards short of paydirt.
Olary), kick failed: EWC-Milam (8With three minutes remain- pass from Stephe~) Alt kick.
ing in the quarter, quarterback
George Stephens fumbled on
the EWC 32. PLU quarterback
McClary then executed a perfect bootleg play which carried to the Eastern 3. On t:t,e
next play, Bruce Alexander
By Ken McDonal~
plunged over for the score.
The PAT attempt was blocked
October 8th, that's when the
by avenging Altons Alt.
shooting starte,d. With the openIn the second quarter, ac- ing of hunting season come
tion slowed down somewhat those invigorating jaunts into
until with 10 minutes remain- the woods, over the hills and
ing an attempted punt by Mike through jagged, bushy ravines.
McCaulay was blocked by the The season usually .s tarts out
Knights who recovered on the with a good heavy rain, tiut
Eastern 32. The hard charging that's okay, it washes the fog
left side of the . Eastern line, off your gunsights. That ten
led by Alt, Paul Lerch, Bill mile hike is . really something,
Palmer, and Dave Crowell mo- something you wish you had
mentarily set the Knight back, never done, and if you are
but a 15-yard pass play from lucky enough to get a deer it
McClary to Bill Lennon clicked will be sure to fall some place
for the TD. The PAT by Dick that calls for a two mile
Johnson was wide of the mark, trudge, with the deer riding
leaving the score at 12-6 at pig,gy-back to the car. Great
sport, huh?
halftime.
,
I overheard one enthusiastic
The second half started with
numerous errors on both sides. sportsman exclaim during regEastern was once again able istration: "Well I had better
to penetrate to the PLU 8- not carry too heavy a load this ·
yard line assisted by a fine re- quarter because hunting seaception of a George Stephens' son starts and I won't have
pass by end Don Bade, and the much time for studying."
Perhaps a bit extreme? Sertalented running of Norm Hariously
speaking, the Cheney
lan. However, the Savages
area
contributes
good seasonal
again were unable to take adhunting to those wishing to
vant~ge of the situatio.n.
The Savages' big break came take advantage of it. Beginwith 'two minutes remaining ning in March and continuing
behind ·the toe of Macaulay. through June, approximately
Mike booted a 46-yard punt out 100,000 young pheasants were
of bounds on the PLU 2-yard planted by the St:)te of Washline and with 49 seconds re- ington Game Department. Bill
maining in the quarter, Palmer Ditlevsen, of the local game deand Crowell blocked a PLU partment, reported the bird
punt and Crowell recovered on hunting in this area will depend mostly upon the survival
the 13.
John Bass and Stephens of the spring hatch. The spring
then carried to the three but hatch will depend upon the inthe Savages were pushed ·back sects for their food, so we had
insects
to the eight by the PLU line. better check the
around
here.
On the fourth down arid 8,
The deer production around
Stephens connected with Dave
Milam to knot the score up. Cheney was at its best two
The all important PAT by Alt years ago but a local disease
was good, but was nullified by has th.inned the ranks among
a penalty against Eastern. Alt the whitetails.
Last year it as reported that
promptly marcl}.ed five yards
several
birds were seen along
back, and split the uprights
again to give the Savages the the F'ish Lake and Clear Lake
roads. There is one pond along
victory.
PASSING
the Clear Lake road which is
PLU
always full of ducks but please
Att. Comp. YG Avg. Pct.
EWO
observe the Game Reserve
McOJa1·y . ..... 18
9
57
6,,t .500
Cocohi ........ 2
0
o
0
.000
sign and proceed farther on.
Stephens . . .. 7
2
22
l 1.0 .286
Here's hoping the "Season
RUSHING
J.>LU
will be a good one and rememTC YG YL Net Av.
ber to use caution while huntBl
1
30
8,8
Ratliff . •.. 8
27
0
27
8.0
Colton . . .... 0
ing. All the game in the world
Alexander . . 16
48
2
46
2.9
is not worth one human life!
84
17
17
2. 1
..McOlary .... 8

Hunting Season
Soon To Open

You cannoi ignore

Popular Opinion,
Gort. What 16 ib you

pre~r... Ari1tocr~cy1

... fellows who

And wh~ not'?
Aristocracy
is mer~I~

government
by ~he

best men ...

1he Common

wear c:-::an clothe ..., Man will be
are suspected o-i:·

wealth ... and
guilt~ of

education!
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Eastern ·G ets First Win

gorl'
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heard
lleme111ber...

VOX POPULI
VOX DEl 1!

Monroe Tops Hudson

Attributing their October 5
loss of 24-0 to superior Monroe
weight and speed, Hudson, in
one of the EWC's Intramural
program saved face on the
very firJ play of the game. Indicating nothing of things to
come in the game Bruce
Weese, 135 Jb. end for Hudson,
brilliantly stopped the first
ground play that Monroe attempted, rushing, as he tells
us, through all blockers to
drop the runner for a 2-yd.
loss.
Though beginning on such
an inspiring play the Hudson
team was unable to keep up
the pace as the game continued. Monroe, th'e second time
they had possesion of the•ball.
raced around the Hudson defense for the first score of the
game.
Trailing 12-0 at the half,
Hudson had seemingly lost its
spirit and drive, .allowing the
heavier Monroe team two more
touchdowns before the final
gun. Monroe failed to make
the extra point on all four occasions.
When asked for a comment
on his amazing first quarter
defense play, Weese stated
with a mixture of joy and
amazement in his voice, "Well
I'll be a dirty Everly brother!"
1

NEW PHYSICAL
ED INSTRUCTOR
A hearty welcome goes out
to a new member of the faculty-Mrs. Marjorie J. Anderson
-who is the assistant physical
education director. She is taking Dr. Virginia L. Hoffman's
place this quarter, due to the
illness of Dr. Hof£man.
Mrs. Anderson graduated
from Montana State College.
This is her first year at Eastern having reecntly taught two
years in a junior high school
in Eugene, Oregon.
"There are unlimited possibilities for girls who plan to
major or minor in Physical Education. There is a great demand for P. E. teachers
throughout the country and
one could almost be certain of
a job ,in a physical education
department," states Mrs. Anderson who teaches both Elementary and Intermedi.ate
Swimming, Girl's Body Fitness,
Trampoline and Youth Leadership. She says, "Teaching in
the physical education department is a very challenging and
satisfactory 'job for me."
Mrs. Anderson lives in Cheney with her husband, who is
also a P. E. teacher at Eastern,
and their two children, Kathy
and Bruce.

For a Tasty Dinner

OrA
Quick Lunch
You Can't Beat
The College Inn

By WALT HARTMAN

All eyes are still on the World Series, but series or not, the
Savage football team is still in full swing as they prime for their
third conference game in the form of the Loggers of the University of Puget Sound.
,
· The .Savages have either been very fortunate this year in regards to injuries or they are in better shape than any Eastern
team for several seasons. No players as yet have been thrown
out of action for more than two games. Ron Lehtola and Dave
Everitt weren't expected to see action in last weelfs game because of a torn muscle and sprained ankle respectively but
should be back i~ action to travel to Tc\eoma and .meet tl\e Loggers.
The Savage spirit received an added boost last week with· the
announcement by Uncle Sam that Alfons Alt is free for another
year. Alfons was given much needed help from some of our faculty members, notably Dean Hagie, Col. Nilsson, a d Coach Ed
Chissus, who all added some correspondence to tpe Department
of the Army. It seems nice to have someone around to back up
our players. On behalf of Alfons and the football team, thanks
a lot.
The two little fighting phantoms in the form of Alt, and Paul
Lerch, who combined only weigh 320 pounds were in on at least
50 Jlercent of the tackles again last week. Their reputation is
getting around the conference and is evident when most of the
Savage opponents are running around the left side of the line.
Fred Amundsen, a freshman from Federal Way High School,
according to Chissus has shown a great deal of improve·ment and
should be seeing a lot of action in coming weeks.
Another player who is expected to help out the Savage offense
is Sherm Stapleton, former conference track champion in the
100 and 220 yard dashes. Stapleton is expected to help out a
great deal in the search for a break-away runn~r. As yet, tile
Savages have not been able to set anfone in the clear. The longest gainer of an Eastern runner so far this year was a 24 yard
ramble by quarterback George Stephe,ns against Whitworth.
Speaking about Whitworth, I certainly hope we can· bring up
the Savage spirit for our next encounter with the Pirates, November 5th in the Stadium. I would much rather ride in a wheelbarrow than walk behind it.
Although the football season isn't even half over, most of the
Savage roundballers (basketball players) have been turning out
already, and indications show the possibility of a real strong club
centered around lettermen and Junior College transfers.
Back to the gridiron, comment on campus and around the athletic offices indicates that Eastern is a much stronger ball club
this year than we have been since 1957, so why haven"t we been
winning? Everyone seems to have their own ideas, but one point
of the argument would be that the Savages haven't faced quite
as tough competition for a few years. Only time will tell.

Owl Pharmacy
Octobe-r 17-22

Annual 1 cent ·S ale
Rexall Approved Products

Hallmark Greeting Ca~s
416 First Street, Cheney

BE 5-4100

PROMPT. COURTEOUS SERVICE

City Dry Cleaners

1

Tailoring and Repairs

ALTERATIONS
Laundry Service

I

HOLMES HDWE.
Sporting Goods
Hunting Licenses
Ammo

Hunting Hats
1.49
402 First St. Cheney

"
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The Mature Person

NSA ,C oast
(continued from page

1)

(continued from page 1)
Seminar this summer in Philadelphia.
The mature person does not seek the road of least resistance
.. but for the route to self-realization and adequacy. He proReturning to the NSA staff
jects his interests outward to others rather than inward to him- is Berm~rd D. Pechter, the
self alone. He is motivated in the direction of responsible action. West Coast Travel Director,
He sees the consequences of his behavior even before it takes who will be assisted by Beth
place and is willing to be judged by the act. He is always aware Tahey, a recent graduate of
that the deed reflects his inner values and personal aspirations. Pembroke College.
'
You are what your actions portray. What you do always speaks
. Domestically, NSA carries
louder than what you say.
on continuing research and
.The mature individual possesses inward poise and stability. dissemination
of information
He is difficult to sway by rumor or prejudice. He accepts him• on campus student
problems.
self, starting with lus own assets and liabilities and works for• It holds national and regional
ward' tp greater personal improvement. He is slow to anger and meetings Of student leaders to
quick · ~o understand. He is a:ware that feelings are diffjcult to provide for the exchange of
inter.l?ret and haste of ac!tion, because of the acts of others, may ideas on common, problems,
later reveal questionale judgment. He speaks softly, is toler• and pubtishes the only series
ant and'· arrives at decisions based on fact. He lives by a moral of pQblications on student govcode that stands the test of daily inspection.
ernment problems in the Unit·
Possesses
Humility
and
WiJdom
.
ed States. NSA is the only stu1
The mature person possesses wisdom. Hand in hand with wis- dent constituent of the Ameridom goes h4IDility. The well informed realize that a great deal can Council on Education, the
of the unknown is still to He explored and interpreted. He real- only student organization affilizes many questions have complicated answers ... and is never iated with the National Educaquite satisfied with what he finds. He maintains a constructive tion Association, and the only
restless searching that urges him onward to further intellectual student organization with a
representative on the U. S.
or artistic a~tivity.
There can never be a high degree of maturity without courage National Commission for UNand faith. To be afraid need not denote weakness-~it may mean ESCO.
Internationally, NSA carries
greater sensitivity to reality. It may be a fore-runner of 'the bold
on relations with the national
determination that strengthens purpose and recharges the will.
students
organizations of more
I am talking about a person who is a self starter, one who does
than
forty
countries of the free
not require the stimulus of instructor or adviser or the competiworld,
and
has played a leadtion of peers in order to strive for the realization of a goal. I ing role in the
development of
am pointing to a disciplined mind that knows how to search and the
International
Student
research under its own power and within the framework of its Conference, numerous internaow•n plan. Mind must always remain the function of the total tional seminars, and the field
individual. . . .
of educational travel and ·exI am alluding to the peron who is more concerned with finding change.
out how to think, than ·being informed of what to think. This is
One of the most interesting
an individual who is guided by reason ....
programs of NSA is its travel
I am talking about a person who is fair and honest and who is service offering students lowguided by reason . . .
cost, meaningful, "Student to
I am talking about a person who is fair and honest and who Student" programs· throughout
has the essential skills for relating himself to people. This is the world. Last year over 1000
someone who has an exp~nding capacity for friendship, who can students from colleges and universities in the USA particishare ideas, disagree and remain constructive and objective.
pated in the NSA summer traAttainable Goals
vel
program.
I am reflecting on a person who is not always certain he is
, The travel di vision of NSA
right and the other fell ow is wrong. I am thinking of the person
also
offers students informawho has large goals, carefully defined, difficult, yet possible of
tion
on
all phases of student
attainment.
The mature person may never realize his own ideal of per- travel. The office has several
fection, but he is constantly striving for greater self control and useful publication~ such as the
improvement. He may not always succeed to the satisfication of Handbook on Student Travel, ·
himself or others, but he will always put forth an honest effort. a listing of student hotels, restaurants, and travel discounts
He will be slow to become discouraged.
in
30 countries, the InternaHe will remain eager and alert for new opportunities for attainment. He will have broad interest f1nd sensitivity to the needs
of others. His readings will take him far afield from the daily assignment.
Your academic program is your main m1ss10n. Student body
government and student activities reach out for some of your
attention and talent. Developing greater maturity will depend
on how well you direct your energies and yout abilities. Give
these tasks the effort they deserve. Success has its price-so does
falure to measure up."

tiERE! He.Rf;!

Council Studies
Student BodJ Card Loss

•
Discussion upon such items take the most obvious course
as officers' grants and aids, -to authorize the dean to be
travel p'olicy rev.ision for EW- able to re-issue the lost ASB
C, budget approval for Eas- cards.
A privilege extended to the
tern's newly formed orchestra
and a bookdrive for Asian stu- students, no matter how. small,
dents took place at, last '11.hurs- · is a step forward in, the re•
day's student council meeting, sponsibility of these stud·ents.
but the main topic discussed When this is relinquished to
would apP.ear, at first, to be another authority, it is a step
backward-back to the status
relatively small. ·
which
most college~ now have,
An){ students who now lo~es
his A.SB card must app1yj stat- that of almost complete impoing · his position, to PatYl' Ha- tence in matters of finance or
of the school. The vote
gie, dean of students, for a re- contl'ol
EWCE's student council inissue of that card. The dean of
dicated,
can be sure, that
of stude:q,ts, .i~ . tll.l'n, takes a the bodyone
now
representing the
recommeJild,1tion . of. app1mval students is more
or of disapP.rorat · of; t1'e stu- more thoughtful offar-seeing,
stu•
dent's request to t he cotJneif dents as a whole, thanthe
a
counwhere it is voted upoQ, T,hen~ cil thinking only of ease of opif approved, the· ·stupent- must
eira tion.
pa~ $1.00 .as. hi.s. re.quest goes
to the business of.fi~e. T:his, apparently, is c;1 good deal of red VETS SUBSISTENCE
Vetera.Qs attending under
tape.
one
or more of the GI Bills,
The council, too, ·reallzed
this, but after a lengthy· dis- and who wish to receive their
cussion saw that a principle subsistence · for September exmore important than exped- perience, must obtain a: certifiency underlies a decision to icate of completion from Dr.
Gerald L. Mercer. Pay forms
are, as always, at the Veteran's
tional Student Identity card, room 209 in Showalter.
and Work, Study, Travel
Abroad,
a
comprEfuensive
guide to study and travel.
The Berkeley office operatPAIRONIZE YOUR
es the prog1;am~ of NSA for
the Western area of the USA
• AD,V ERTISERS •
and serves as the center for
student governments of the
West.
1
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Everything You Can "Fhink of
• • • •

and Lots More B·e sides
..

Cheney_· Dept. Store
YOUR FlRST AND lAST SHOPPING CENTER
,

AUTO
At ~ PARTS

\loU'RE NOT SUPPOSED

'l'

"TO SMOKE WHIL.E:

VOl)'RE WORKIN'i-

.,CE WORl~Ol6

CONSr.~-..T LY
' T,· i"'LEASE ,;t,u.
•

,.

1 E SATISF.4C~

Special Discount On
Gas and Parts
Anti-Freeze

Tried
Regular ·
Filter
Cigarettes?
$1.89

NOW!
Chet's Flo\Vers

1

.

Corsages and Boutonnieres
Flowers for the Homecoming Dance
Greenhouse on the Highway __ BE 5-4916

Come Up ... All ·The Way Up
to tP.e-MENTHOL MAGIC
of KOOLI

When your taste tells you
it's time for a change,
remember: Only Koolno regular filter cigarette,
no other menthol cigarettegives you real Menthol Magic!

019~0, BROWN & WIUtAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION

~ THE MA~IC OF QUALITY IN T01i4CCO PRCfpUCTS

